
Folie à Deux and other stories: understanding

Trump’s anger and pain

In Lars and the Real Girl Ryan Gosling plays the role of Lars, a lonely and socially
awkward young man whose day-to-day existence consists of a 9-to-5 job, church on
Sunday and, on rare occasions, dinner with his brother and sister-in-law. Lars lives with
his brother but also doesn’t: he prefers to stay in the detached garage and has very little
contact with the outside world. But Lars’ life suddenly changes. Bianca enters his world,
leading to a stunning positive transformation of mood and social involvement. All seems
great except for one small detail: Bianca is not exactly human; she is a life-sized doll he
ordered from the Internet.

It takes little expertise to diagnose Lars with the obvious: he has a delusional disorder, a
psychological problem characterized by obsessively holding on to a false belief – in his
case, convinced Bianca is a human being with feelings - despite clear and unequivocal
evidence to the contrary. Sounds familiar? Any real-life embodiments of such thinking
fallacy come to mind? How could it not, when every passing day President Trump denies
the reality of his election loss, we cringe further and wonder: is Trump delusional? While
this question has obvious merit, there is one far more relevant to ask if our objective is
to decipher the mental state of our president, namely: how it is possible that someone
as bright and accomplished as Trump can be so blind to reality? The short answer is that
intelligence (intellectual, emotional, financial or practical) has no bearing on the ability
to ground self in reality. The long answer is, well, long, requires an exploration of human
development, and an analysis of how and why we build psychological mechanisms to
shield us from any semblance of defeat.

It is sometimes hard to see how early experiences critically impact who we are today,
particularly as we age, and a lot of life happens. The past become opaquer, stories of our
youth fade in the background making it easier for us to ignore events that shaped us. But
we were all children one day and, more than half a century before becoming president,
Donald Trump was one as well. Not the kind of child he is sometimes accused to be (e.g.,
his notorious Twitter enraged temper tantrums) but a real one. One that grew up like
any other boy in the world with a basic emotional need: to be loved unconditionally.

But the bleak reality is that many parents, inadvertently or not, create an environment
that imposes on the child Conditions of Worth, as Carl Rogers called them, that indicate
positive attention, affection and love is not guaranteed and is contingent on the child
following specific ‘rules.’ And if such imposed conditions lead to anxiety and fear they
may not be loved because of having failed to abide by said rule, parents commit an act
of Basic Evil, a term penned by Karen Horney to emphasize the dangerousness of such



act. Examples of ‘Basic Evil’ are cold indifference, visible hostility, neglect of a child’s
emotional needs. Trapped in a world that will not provide unconditional love, those
children then learn to follow parental conditions in order to gain access to love and
approval. Over time, such behavior becomes an integral part of the adult self, no longer
effortful, and interwoven in the fabric of personality. In other words, it becomes who we
are: a person with strong yearning for any type of love and admiration irrespective of
the moral cost or harm it may impinge on others.

There is now clear evidence from the book written by Donald Trump’s niece (Marie
Trump - a clinical psychologist herself) and other corroborating evidence that the home
our president grew up in involved parents whose actions are consistent with committing
“Basic Evil.” In the case of Donald’s father, Fred Trump, there is little doubt he was
emotionally abusive. Vastly disregarding of his son except when he made ‘mistakes’,
Donald was harshly punished, demeaned, and scorned when those occurred. By
choosing to either ignore or punish, Fred Trump engaged in “Basic Evil”: he committed
acts that alternated between visible hostility and cold indifference.

Perhaps even more importantly, was his mother’s contribution to “Basic Evil.” Extremely
ill as a result of multiple infections following her last pregnancy, Mary Anne Trump was
hospitalized for many months when Donald was 2 ½ years old. As a result, she was
physically and emotionally absent from her son’s life at a critical developmental stage; a
time when constructs such as the development of trust and emotional attachment are
paramount. While her son may have recovered from such lack had she compensated for
her absence, it wasn’t to be - Mary Anne remained largely absent from Donald’s
emotional life upon her return home and as he grew older. It is quite likely his mother
may have been seriously depressed and struggled with her own mental health, but her
behavior remains consistent with an act of “Basic Evil.” This is because the bleak reality is
that the child still pays the emotional price for such parental act, feeling abandoned,
insufficiently loved, and at serious risk of developing lasting psychological scars.

Recent advancements in neuroscience point to evidence emotional and physical pain
affect the same area in the brain and are felt in remarkably similar ways. It is no surprise
therefore that any person who feels intense emotional pain will go to great lengths to
avoid such hurt. For young Donald, he confronted the pain by… not confronting it. He
developed a psychological defense mechanism to bar from consciousness a range of
emotions that bring back the pain of neglect and abandonment. He needed to find a
way to safely pursue the relentless message his father communicated that to gain
recognition, fame and success, you can never lose. Since his mother was hurting herself,
detached from her husband and emotionally absent, his role model was his father. A
man who was tough, relentless at winning and never admitting fault. A man who



eventually, not knowing how to handle his child’s problematic behavior at school,
decides to send him to military school when he turned 13. By taking such action, Fred
Trump placed the last nail in Donald’s psychological coffin: after emotionally rejecting
him, he physically abandoned him.

From that point on, and ‘thanks’ to a series of influential individuals with personalities
similar to his father, Trump continued down a path that soon became his life-long
mission: hide any emotion except anger, go for the win and keep accumulating victories
of all kinds, no matter the cost. Whether real estate mogul, New York socialite, reality
star or the nation’s leader, he has continued to do what he has done for decades: split
the world into winners and losers. Such division has been his driving force to remain
successful and in the limelight despite a myriad of traps and close calls. But living a life
believing one can and should win all the time is doomed for failure. At some point, the
inevitable happens: a loss. And if psychologically ill-equipped to handle defeat, the
defenses that worked to protect us from not feeling pain are magnified yet no longer
effective, the mistakes accumulate, and the fall is disastrous.

What we experienced as his presidency was drawing to a close is the outcome of
decades of Trumpian inability to face reality and deal with emotional pain. As our
president becomes progressively more desperate, he slipped into behavior that get us
back to the first question posed: Is Trump delusional? Rather than debate whether he is
or not, one thing is certain: Delusion is the last line of psychological defense when
‘typical’ defense mechanisms falter (projection, intellectualization, reaction formation
etc.). Two recent events indicate our president has reached that point. The first is an
analysis in the Washington Post shortly after his election defeat:

“Sequestered in the White House and brooding out of public view after his election
defeat, rageful and at times delirious in a torrent of private conversations, Trump was, in
the telling of one close adviser, like “Mad King George, muttering, ‘I won. I won. I won.’”

The second piece of evidence is observed through the dramatic collusion between two
individuals (usually a dominant person ‘convinces’ the other to follow along) who cannot
accept reality. Psychologists have a diagnosis for this: Folie à Deux or Shared Delusional
Disorder. Folie à Deux was subtly displayed in the relationship between Donald Trump
and one member of his legal team. As our president’s respectable legal experts dropped
out one by one from defending his case as they recognized the reality of the situation, a
desperate Trump handed the reigns to the one man who showed complete devotion to
him throughout his presidency: Rudy Giuliani. The two of them, detached from reality,
shared the fantasy Trump actually won and deluded themselves into believing the 30



plus lawsuits that have failed to prove any point are, in fact, because of some conspiring
factor against them and, by extension, betray the American people.

As Lars begins to realize his fantasy world rests on shaky grounds, he becomes jealous
that Bianca is being accepted by the small community he lives in and feels left out. But
when both his sister-in-law and brother make separate poignant comments to show how
much they deeply love and support him a critical shift occurs. At that point, Lars’ fear he
will be abandoned again (his mother died at childbirth, his father was severely
depressed and absent, his older brother left home as soon as he was old enough)
diminishes. He realizes Bianca must slip away and needs to begin trusting he can build
meaningful human relationships. And as with any important shift in one’s life, change
needs to be gradual: Lars creates a story that Bianca is sick and dying from cancer. This
gave him time to slowly accept the change, gives him permission to mourn the loss and
move on. Throughout this entire process there is one constant: recognizing the pain,
understanding its source, developing a plan and implementing change is what makes
possible an improvement in emotional health.

There is no indication Donald Trump is anywhere near that first step, a year removed
from his presidential loss. It is because of his continued inability to face any emotional
pain that he is bound to remain an angry and revengeful man for the rest of his life. This
is because anger requires no psychological insight to be expressed and, as a result, is the
easiest emotion to access when threat is detected. And in the rare moments when he is
physically alone and about to fall asleep, he will be doing so not only as an angry but
also as a very lonely man.


